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The ability to effectively execute compensatory steps is critical for preventing accidental

falls, and consequently stepping training is an essential ingredient of fall prevention

programs. In this paper, we propose a concept for stepping training that aims tomaximize

training effects by taking into account recent research evidence and a precise dosing

of training ingredients. The concept addresses motor as well as cognitive falls-related

aspects, it is suitable for individual as well as group based training, and it does not

require costly equipment. Theory and evidence behind all of the training principles is

reviewed, and an example of an exercise protocol is described in detail. Participants are

presented with stepping patterns which they have to memorize and implement on a mat.

In order to enable investigation of dose-response effects, the difficulty level systematically

and gradually increases session by session based on four principles: execution speed,

pattern complexity, pattern length and execution in dual-/multi-tasking conditions. The

presented concept can be used as a framework for the development of further prevention

and/or rehabilitation stepping exercise programs. Further studies using this exercise

regimen or modified versions of it are encouraged.

Keywords: balance, gait, mind-motor, dual-task training, aging, rhythmic auditory cueing, rhythmic auditory

stimulation (RAS), variable practice

INTRODUCTION

In order to release older adults and healthcare systems from the burden of accidental falls,
it is important to timely detect fall risk factors and develop effective interventions for falls
prevention. Some of the strongest predictors for falls are deficits in lower-limb strength, balance,
and gait performance (1). Specifically, accidental falls in older adults can be frequently attributed
to the inability to step precisely on the ground and to incorrect weight-transferring during
everyday activities such as (single-task) walking (2, 3) or in situations that require a simultaneous
performance of several tasks (4). This can be explained by the age-related changes in spatiotemporal
characteristics of stepping for balance; older individuals tend to: take too short steps or steps in
the wrong direction (5, 6), to collide one leg against the other during oblique steps (7, 8), have
slower stepping reactions (9) and need more attentional resources while walking under dual-task
conditions (10).

The most important component of falls prevention exercise programs is balance training (11)
since good balance is crucial for maintaining postural equilibrium and thus for the avoidance of
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falls. Balance exercise programs often focus on standing balance
tasks, where the center of mass has to be statically controlled over
the base of support. However, these lack in ecological validity
and are not specific enough to cause neuromuscular adaptations
that are actually required in balance-threatening situations. As
mentioned earlier, in real life, maintaining balance to avoid a
trip or a slip requires fast (rather than static/slow) stepping
movements as well as high foot placement accuracy in order to
initiate a correct step or inhibit a wrong one to quickly avoid an
obstacle or an unexpected perturbation. Therefore, effective falls
prevention and rehabilitation exercise programs should focus on
performing precise, rapid and well-directed steps.

Stepping training is a form of highly specific balance training
for falls prevention which directly addresses stepping capacity—a
commonly executed protective strategy for maintaining balance
in the everyday environment (12) and also an important fall risk
factor in older adults (13, 14). A recent systematic review and
meta-analysis showed, indeed, that both reactive and volitional
stepping interventions reduce falls among older adults by
∼50% (15).

In addition to this, physical activity in general and even
more so structured physical exercise has shown to improve
cognitive fall risk factors (16). In fact, combined physical
and cognitive training (such as a stepping training containing
additional cognitive tasks), may lead to larger improvements
in cognitive and physical outcomes compared to physical or
cognitive training alone (17), possibly with greater impacts on
daily functioning. Thus, targeting deficits in both mobility and
cognition through dual- and/or multi-tasking exercise programs
is likely to represent the most effective strategy to minimize
cognitive and physical declines in healthy older adults and
therefore reduce the risk of falls and cognitive impairment.

Finally, regardless of type of training
(strength/balance/stepping training), difficulty level (i.e.,
including increasingly challenging exercises e.g., either by adding
a cognitive element, having additional movements, or increasing
speed) is crucial for the success of falls prevention programs.
This has been shown by systematic reviews (17, 18) as well as by
a recent study monitoring movement characteristics of stepping
exergames (19).

In this paper we propose a concept for stepping training
(StepIt) that aims to maximize training effects in stepping
capacity by taking into account recent research evidence and
a precise dosing of training ingredients. In the next sections,
we first review the theory and evidence behind Rhythmic
Auditory Stimulation (RAS) used as an overall tool for stepping
interventions aiming to prevent falls. Afterwards, we elaborate
on all defined key elements of the proposed training by
explaining their (neural) mechanisms. Finally, an exemplary
protocol of the StepIt exercise program which includes all
the aforementioned principles is described in detail and based
on that, recommendations are presented on how this exercise
program can be adjusted to fit needs of different purposes and
populations. The presented concept can be used as a framework
for the development of further prevention and/or rehabilitation
stepping exercise programs.

RHYTHMIC AUDITORY STIMULATION

At the StepIt exercise program participants are presented with
stepping patterns which they have to memorize and then execute
on a grid-like rubber mat using the method of rhythmic auditory
cueing as execution is done at paces delivered by a metronome.
Rhythmic Auditory Stimulation (RAS) is “a neurologic technique
using the physiological effects of auditory rhythm on the motor
system to improve rhythmical movements like for example
gait” (20). To cue movements, metronomes and music (or a
combination of them, i.e., metronome tone embedded into
music) are the most frequently used rhythmic auditory stimuli
tools. They have been used very effectively in the context of
RAS-based motor rehabilitation programs for patients suffering
from various movement disorders (21), mostly as a result of
neurological diseases like stroke (22, 23), Parkinson’s disease (24,
25) and multiple sclerosis (26). It has been consistently reported
that stepping in time to a metronome can improve pathological
gait in neurological patients e.g., in terms of increased walking
speed (27), reduced step time asymmetry and step time variability
(28) and increased stride length (29) as well as in healthy, but fall-
prone, older adults (24), even after only one training session (30).

This profound effect of auditory rhythm to themotor system is
due to the rich connectivity between these two systems (auditory
and motor) across a variety of cortical, subcortical and spinal
levels. In fact, the motor system is so sensitive to stimulation
by the auditory system that even simply listening to an auditory
rhythm engages motor areas in the brain (31). The auditory
system detects and processes temporal information with high
precision and speed (it is actually about 20–50ms faster andmore
precise than the visual and tactile systems (32) and subsequently
projects them into motor structures in the brain, creating
entrainment between the rhythmic signal and themotor response
(33). In physics, entrainment is defined as the process in which
one system’s motion or signal frequency entrains the frequency
of another system. In clinical language, entrainment refers to the
process where the brain’s internal timekeeper adjusts to external
timekeepers (music/metronome etc.) enabling enhanced motor
control in terms of increased anticipatory mapping and scaling
of optimal velocity and acceleration gait parameters across the
fixed movement interval (34). This movement “reprogramming”
results in higher gait speed as well as smoother and less variable
movement and muscle activation (35).

Neuroimaging studies have described the neural basis for
auditory-motor entrainment. The auditory system has fiber
connections from spinal motor neurons and up until the brain
stem, subcortical, and cortical levels (34). Brain areas involved in
rhythm processing, timing and duration perception, are closely
related to those which control movement, such as the premotor
cortex, supplementary motor area (SMA), cerebellum and basal
ganglia. The cerebellum, which is involved in sensorimotor
coupling, may monitor rhythmic patterns and adjust behavior
to changing tempos and therefore control rhythmic auditory-
motor synchronization. The putamen, and the basal ganglia
in general, are associated with rhythmic events and beat
perception (36).
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Overall, the process of continuous entrainment resulting
from the attempt to synchronize the movements with the
rhythm requires repeated “error corrections.” This process takes
place throughout the StepIt exercise program and gradually
improves with practice until automatization is reached (37).
This beneficial entrainment effect of rhythmic auditory cueing
has been suggested to involve a variety of mechanisms: (i)
supplement of sensory deficits present in fall-prone persons,
(ii) neurophysiological changes, (iii) enhancement of auditory
imagery, (iv) reduction in musculoskeletal activation variability,
and (v) reduction of cognitive-motor interference (38).

DIFFICULTY LEVEL PRINCIPLES

One of the basic theories of training is that in general a skill will
improve if it is practiced. Practicing a motor task that is varied
along some task dimension is referred to as variable practice
and it is considered to be a method that enhances the ability to
transfer the learned task to a novel variation of the task or to
a new environment (39). This happens because, similar to the
mechanism just described for the RAS technique, the continuous
attempt to adjust to altered conditions creates a trial-and-error
mechanism that ultimately maximizes retention (40).

Progression during the StepIt exercise program is achieved
by systematically manipulating four training principles, two
addressing motor load and two addressing cognitive load. Motor
load is increased gradually by increasing speed of execution and
complexity of the stepping pattern. Cognitive load is increased
gradually by extending the length of the stepping patterns
and by adding additional cognitive/motor tasks (Figure 1).
All four principles (execution speed, pattern complexity,
pattern length and execution in [Dual-Task (DT)/Multi-Task
(MT)], based on which progression was achieved, have been
found to be important components of effective balance
training/falls prevention exercise programs in former single
studies (14, 19, 41).

Execution Speed
In order to improve the ability to step quickly, the tempo
given by the metronome on which participants have to execute
the presented stepping patterns is increased across the training
sessions. The ability to step quickly is a critical factor in avoiding a
fall (42). Unfortunately, many community-dwelling older adults

walk slower than the optimal speed for functioning optimally in
the everyday life (e.g., to cross a street safely as a pedestrian).

Stepping exercise programs for fall-prone individuals who
often show sensory, neuromuscular, and cardiopulmonary
deficits may be enhanced by a variable practice schedule
as manipulation of intensity by increasing movement speed
increases demands in these systems which in turn may after
repeated training result in an increase in physiologic reserve.
Furthermore, stepping in high speeds transfers to a functional
outcome as it simulates the actions that need to be taken in
real life to avoid a fall. Indeed, high-intensity variable stepping
training has shown to improve gait speed as well as other gait
kinematics in frail older adults (43) as well as in neurological
patients (44).

Regarding the neural mechanisms underlying the relevance
of high speed training, studies suggest that plasticity associated
with locomotor adaptation is speed-specific meaning that there
are some neural networks for controlling locomotion that are
recruited specifically for fast vs. slow walking (45). Recently,
this is has been shown on a muscular level; different locomotor
modules are recruited in different walking speeds to presumably
meet additional functional demands with a speed increase (46).
This separation in the control of fast and slow walking could
possibly occur in the cerebellum, which is responsible for
locomotor adaptation (45).

Pattern Complexity
To avoid a trip or a slip in real life, besides speed, direction,
and amplitude of the compensatory step is also crucial.
Therefore, across sessions, complexity is manipulated by starting
with patterns including only shorter, forward/lateral steps and
progressing to wider, backward/oblique steps.

Stepping quickly in different directions and/or changing travel
direction while walking, often referred to as steering (47) are
two very important and also very complex aspects of balance
and mobility of older adults. The majority of falls in old age
happen while walking (48) due to a trip (40–60%) or a slip
(10–15%) (49). Falls are 44% forward, 41% backward, and 33%
concurrently or solely sideward (50). Studies have shown that in
order to prevent falling, older adults, and especially fallers, prefer
to modify their base of support (make a longer step to extend
their margin of stability) by using stepping rather than feet-in-
place strategies (grabbing nearby objects or rapidly extending

FIGURE 1 | Principles for increasing difficulty level.
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the arms to prevent falling) (12, 51). These compensatory steps
are often a response to both forward (82%) as well as sideward
(70%) falls (50), indicating that the ability to take rapid steps in
various directions could potentially prevent many falls. Studies
have found that there is an age-related decrease of stepping speed
in the forward, backward and sideward direction (52) and that
this is more pronounced for fallers than non-fallers (53).

Most of the existing stepping exercise programs include
forward and lateral steps. This is important as age-related deficits
in lateral balance recovery are associated with fall incidence
(8, 54) and most hip fractures occur after lateral falls (55),
often because older adults tend to collide their legs against each
other trying to control lateral balance (56). However, backward
walking/stepping is essential for functional ambulation as it is
required for many common activities of daily living like opening
a door, stepping back from a curb to avoid a fast-moving vehicle
etc. and backward balance loss often causes serious injuries as
well (57) because backward falls are harder to prevent than
forward and lateral ones (58). In fact, fallers show greater deficits
in backward walking than non-fallers (59) and backward gait
velocity identifies fallers more accurately than forward velocity
(60). Backward walking has been applied effectively in several
studies mostly with patient groups (61, 62).

Like during any motor learning task, multidirectional
stepping causes structural and functional changes at the central
nervous system. In order to achieve greater motor learning (in
our case safer, smoother and more efficient multidirectional
stepping performance) it is important to increase complexity
and variability (63), which results in a flexible and adaptable
motor system (63). In the StepIt exercise program this is achieved
through the execution of steps in all directions and with different
amplitudes, something which increases motor exploration and
requires high inter- and intra-limb coordination, both of which
are fundamental to human motor control, especially for foot
trajectory and foot placement accuracy.

Finally, considering the limited generalization to other
locomotor tasks (64) (stepping in different directions than
the trained ones), falls prevention stepping training programs
even for high-functioning older adults should incorporate
multidirectional steps and also focus on the adaptation of step
length (65) in order to be effective.

Pattern Length
As mentioned earlier, in the StepIt exercise program, participants
are presented with stepping patterns that they have to memorize
and then execute on a grid-like mat. The number of steps inside
the stepping patterns is progressively increased throughout the
course of the intervention. Essentially, this is an n-back (1-back)
visuospatial working memory task.

Working memory is fundamental to human cognition as
it is responsible for maintaining and manipulating goal-
relevant information for the performance of complex tasks
(66). Working memory training has been shown to improve
working memory capacity even in older adults, as a result
of cognitive plasticity. Since cognitive plasticity starts when
the environmental demands are higher than the demands the
cognitive system usually faces (67), it is important that the
difficulty level remains challenging (always a little higher than the

routine performance level). Indeed, studies have demonstrated
that training with variability in working memory task demands
leads to greater transfer effects than training with constant task
demands (68).

Although the exact procedures of how the neural systems that
support working memory are altered through intensive training
are not fully elucidated a recent neuroimaging study found that
intensive working memory training produces functional changes
in large-scale front parietal networks (69).

Dual-/Multi-Tasking
Besides increasing the amount of step positions to be memorized,
another way to increase cognitive load is to step while conducting
additional motor or cognitive tasks.

It is well-documented that walking under cognitive load, a
situation that is extremely common in everyday life, poses high
motor and attentional demands on the central nervous system.
Based on the capacity sharing theory, performing an additional
task while walking alters gait performance and/or the execution
of the secondary/cognitive task (70). Studies have extensively
reported benefits of (esp. cognitive-motor) dual-task training on
cognitive, motor (71) as well as dual-task performance (17, 72).
Especially regarding dual-tasking and RAS, a process applied at
the later stages of the StepIt exercise program, it is suggested that
dual-tasking with rhythmic auditory cueing frees up cognitive
resources (73).

Overall, a combination of physical exercise, sensorimotor
stimulation and cognitive engagement may facilitate
neurophysiological changes that contribute to cognitive
improvement. A very recent review (74) has summarized
the neurophysiological mechanisms underlying cognitive
improvements following motor-cognitive dual-task training:
dual-task training may stimulate similar neurobiological
processes which produce a synergistic response: Common
increase of cerebral blood flow as well as angiogenesis in the
cortex and cerebellum induced from both physical exercise as
well as cognitive training.

TRAINING PROTOCOL

In this section, an exemplary protocol for 9 weeks of the group-
based version of the StepIt exercise program aiming to improve
physical, cognitive and psychological fall risk factors will be
presented. The difficulty level described here is appropriate for
older adults without major mobility or cognitive impairments,
thus it can be used as a prevention (rather than rehabilitation)
tool. Further recommendations regarding possible adjustments
of this protocol to fit other populations, purposes and settings are
presented in the “Design Recommendations” section.

Session Structure and Equipment
The first 10min of each session is a warm-up phase.
First, participants can walk freely across the room at their
own preferred speed while performing different joint-mobility
exercises such as: arm circles forwards and backwards, walk on
tip-toes, walk with butt kicks, walk with alternating knee lifting,
side shuffle walking etc. Afterwards, rubber mats (one for each
participant) are spread on the floor across the whole room. Their
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FIGURE 2 | The StepIt mat.

size should be approximately 90 × 90 cm and they should be
made from extra non-slip yoga mats. They are divided into 9
equal squares (30 × 30 cm) with a 3 × 3 pattern (Figure 2).
While participants are walking across the room, the instructor
calls random numbers (from 1 to 9) and participants have to find
the closest square on one of the mats with the number called by
the instructor and step on it.

For the session’s main phase (45min) each participant stands
behind their mat and starts performing the instructed stepping
patterns. All sessions should be supervised by preferably two
instructors. The main instructor (MI) leads the sessions and
the assistant instructor (AI) stands at the back and offers
help/correction when needed.

The MI demonstrates and explains the patterns first on a
flipchart, which ensures good visibility also for participants
standing at the back, and if needed also performs the pattern
on his/her mat. Participants are then given time to practice
the pattern until they can memorize and reproduce it without
looking at the MI/flipchart. During this time both instructors
walk around and provide help in case some participants need it.
After a couple of rounds of practicing in their self-selected speed,
a metronome is switched on and participants have to execute
the stepping patterns in the given pace. Each session includes
stepping patterns executed with one leg (left leg remained in
the predefined start square and right leg stepped on the given
numbered squares, then the same (i.e., mirrored) pattern was
executed with the right leg remaining at the start square and the
left stepped on the given numbered squares) as well as patterns
with both legs moving in turns (to avoid confusion, execution
should always with the same leg).

Moving to the new pattern happens once ca. 80% of the
participants master the current pattern. In case some participants
manage to learn the sequence much earlier than others, in order
to avoid longer periods of inactivity and boredom, they can be
approached from either the MI or the AI and asked to recall and
repeat the patterns that have been taught so far in the session or

TABLE 1 | Number of patterns to be practiced for each condition.

Week 1–3 6 patterns RF

6 patterns LF

8 patterns BF

Week 4–6 5 patterns RF

5 patterns LF

7 patterns BF

Week 7–9 4 patterns RF

4 patterns LF

6 patterns BF

RF, right foot; LF, left foot; BF, both feet.

to learn new patterns (with the same difficulty level) which the
instructors come up with spontaneously.

Around 306 patterns should be developed for 18 training
sessions. The number of patterns decreases every 2 weeks
(because the number of steps within each pattern increases every
2 weeks) in order to have enough time to practice the patterns
within the 45min stepping phase. For a detailed description
of the number of patterns for each condition and week, please
see Table 1.

In case this concept is used as an intervention with fixed
duration, the exact content of each session (including the exact
stepping patterns, the pace as well as the starting point/square for
each of the 18 sessions) should be predefined and put together
in a manual (see Supplementary Material for some exemplary
training plans of week 1, 4, and 7) to be followed by all MIs.

The last 5min of each session is a cool-down phase, where
various stretching exercises in a standing position are performed.

Progression
The difficulty level is gradually increased within each session (by
using first one leg and then both for the execution of the stepping
patterns) as well as between sessions.

Between sessions, the difficulty level is increased based on four
principles (P); two of them addressing the increase of motor (M)
load and two of them addressing the increase of cognitive (C)
load (Table 2):

(I) Execution speed (PM1): starting from 92 beats per minute
(BPM) for the single-leg and 64 BPM for both leg patterns
to 118 and 104 BPM, respectively

(II) Direction and amplitude of the steps (pattern complexity)
(PM2): starting from small forward and lateral steps to
larger backward and oblique steps

(III) Number of steps for each pattern (pattern length) (PC1):
starting from 3-step up to 8-step patterns

(IV) Additional motor/cognitive tasks (Dual-/Multi-tasking)
(PC2): starting with execution in Single-task condition (ST)
to Dual- (DT) and then Multi-task (MT) condition.

Regarding the direction of feet placement, for the first 3 weeks the
patterns require forward, sideward and backward steps. In week
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TABLE 2 | Difficulty level increase between sessions.

Week Steps Pace (BPM) Direction of feet

placement

Additional task

RF/LF BF

1 3 92–100 64–78 Forward, side, and

back

Single-task (ST)

2 4 100–108 78–86

3 108–110 86–88

4 5 110–112 88–90 Forward, side and

back and skipping

middle line (SML)

Dual-tasking

(DT)
5 6 110 90–92

6 112 94–96

7 7 114 96–98 Forward, side,

back, SML, and

oblique steps

Multi-tasking

(MT)
8 8 116 98–100

9 118 102–104

BMP, beats per minute; RF, right foot; LF, left foot; BF, both feet.

4–6 the patterns include much longer steps which require to skip
the middle line of the squares (for example stepping from 7 to 2
etc.), and finally the last 3 weeks of the intervention, the patterns
also require steps with crossings of the legs (for example from 6
to 5 or from 6 to 2).

Pacing of the steps is increased by 2 BPM at almost every
session both for the RF/LF as well as the BF patterns.

Initially, the patterns include 3 steps and every 1 or 2 weeks
the number of steps included in each pattern increases by 1 step,
resulting in week 8–9 when patterns consist of 8 steps.

The last way to increase the difficulty level is the progress
from single-task (only reproducing the stepping patterns) in
week 1–3, to dual tasking in week 4–6, when participants
will have to also conduct an additional motor (e.g., balance
an object on their hands, clap hands front and behind their
backs, browsing magazines, unbutton their shirt, hold ball
above their heads/behind their backs etc.) or cognitive task
(targeting two executive functions: verbal fluency (naming
words associated with certain given words, naming objects,
animals, vegetables, professions that start or end with a certain
letter etc.) and memory/concentration (counting onwards, serial
sevens, serial threes, spelling words backwards etc.) while
executing the stepping pattern. Finally, in the last 3 weeks, while
executing the stepping pattern, participants have to conduct
both a motor and a cognitive task simultaneously (multi-
tasking). Table 3 gives an overview of the content of all 18
training sessions.

DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

As mentioned earlier, the presented concept can be used as a
framework for the development of further prevention and/or
rehabilitation stepping exercise programs. In this section, we
present recommendations on how this exercise program can
be adjusted to fit different purposes, populations and settings.
Being a form of highly specific balance training, this stepping
training program can be applied to either healthy older adults
aiming to improve their overall balance ability, as well as

to neurological patients aiming to improve their stepping
capacity and/or to any other fall-prone target group aiming to
prevent falling.

It can be delivered either as a group-based training program,
using mats and at least one instructor (possibly also two,
depending on size and homogeneity of the group) or as a home-
based training program using an ICT-based solution (e.g., in
form of an exergame), which would not necessarily require the
presence of an instructor. In clinical settings (e.g., physiotherapy
practices or nursing home facilities), it is also possible to offer this
mat-based but still in 1:1 training. Depending on the participants’
preferences, RAS can be delivered via a metronome, music,
or a combination of both. All of them have proven to be
equally effective.

There are several ways to make training more variable or
more challenging for example by altering material, position and
size of the mat. Using a very thin mat (or even “drawing”
the 9-square grid on the floor) is suitable for beginners or
fall-prone older adults. At later stages or for relatively healthy
older adults, thicker/softer mats can be used or the thin mats
can be placed on unstable surfaces (e.g., on the Posturomed
balance system), which will increase proprioception and
neuromuscular demands.

In order to also train step length, the size of the mat can easily
be personalized using the Pythagoras theorem by measuring
maximum step length (MSL) with the maximum step length test
(75) (or alternatively leg length or height). Beginners or fall-
prone older adults can then start by training with mats sized to fit
ca. 60% of theirMSL and then progress up until 80% of theirMSL.
If personalizingmat size is not possible, it is possible to have three
standard sizes (Small: 85 × 85 cm, Normal: 90 × 90 cm and Big:
95 × 95 cm) and use them based on participant’s height and/or
training level.

Regarding tempo and dosage, a recent meta-analysis on the
effects of RAS in Parkinson’s patients (24) found that training
using this method should include tempo variations ±10% with
respect to the preferred cadence, for a minimal period of 20–
45min per day, for at least 3–5 days per week. Although these
recommendations cannot be used as is for a stepping training
because they are based on gait studies, they can be used as
a basis and adjusted to fit needs and fitness levels of other
kinds of neurological patients (stroke, MS) as well as healthy
older adults.

Furthermore, content/focus of training can also be
adjusted to fit needs of different target groups. Participants
with memory complaints or mild cognitive impairment
can focus on the cognitive load (pattern length and
dual-/multi-tasking) whereas stroke/Parkinson’s patients
can focus on the motor load (execution speed and
pattern complexity).

CONCLUSIONS

To reduce the burden of falls in older adults falls prevention
exercise programs that apply new research evidence into practice
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TABLE 3 | Detailed overview of the content of all 18 training sessions.

Week Session Content Session Content

1 1 6 P:RF/LF and 8 P: BF FSB 2 6 P:RF/LF and 8 P: BF FSB

92 BPM: RF/LF 3 Steps 100 BPM: RF/LF 3 Steps

64 BPM: BF Single-task 78 BPM: BF Single task

2 3 6 P:RF/LF and 8 P: BF FSB 4 6 P:RF/LF and 8 P: BF FSB

100 BPM: RF/LF 4 Steps 108 BPM: RF/LF 4 Steps

78 BPM: BF Single-task 86 BPM: BF Single-task

3 5 6 P:RF/LF and 8 P: BF FSB 6 6 P:RF/LF and 8 P: BF FSB

108 BPM: RF/LF 4 Steps 110 BPM: RF/LF 4 Steps

86 BPM: BF Single-task 88 BPM: BF Single-task

4 7 5 P:RF/LF and 7 P: BF FSB and SML 8 5 P:RF/LF and 7 P: BF FSB and SML

110 BPM: RF/LF 5 Steps 110 BPM: RF/LF 5 Steps

88 BPM: BF Dual-task 90 BPM: BF Dual-task

5 9 5 P:RF/LF and 7 P: BF FSB and SML 10 5 P:RF/LF and 7 P: BF FSB and SML

110 BPM: RF/LF 6 Steps 110 BPM: RF/LF 6 Steps

90 BPM: BF Dual-task 92 BPM: BF Dual-task

6 11 5 P:RF/LF and 7 P: BF FSB and SML 12 5 P:RF/LF and 7 P: BF FSB and SML

112 BPM: RF/LF 6 Steps 112 BPM: RF/LF 6 Steps

94 BPM: BF Dual-task 96 BPM: BF Dual-task

7 13 4 P:RF/LF and 6 P: BF FSB and SML and OS 14 4 P:RF/LF and 6 P: BF FSB and SML and OS

114 BPM: RF/LF 7 Steps 114 BPM: RF/LF 7 Steps

96 BPM: BF Multi-task 98 BPM: BF Multi-task

8 15 4 P:RF/LF and 6 P: BF FSB and SML and OS 16 4 P:RF/LF and 6 P: BF FSB and SML and OS

116 BPM: RF/LF 8 Steps 116 BPM: RF/LF 8 Steps

98 BPM: BF Multi-task 100 BPM: BF Multi-task

9 17 4 P:RF/LF and 6 P: BF FSB and SML and OS 18 4 P:RF/LF and 6 P: BF FSB and SML and OS

118 BPM: RF/LF 8 Steps 118 BPM: RF/LF 8 Steps

102 BPM: BF Multi-task 104 BPM: BF Multi-task

RF, right foot; LF, left foot; BF, both feet; BPM, beats per minute; P, patterns; FSB, forward, sideward (lateral), backward steps; SML, skipping middle line; OS, oblique steps.

need to be developed. The ability to execute movements
varying in speed, amplitude, complexity and additional cognitive
load is critical for preventing falls (76) and thus stepping
training programs that incorporate such aspects have resulted in
substantial reductions of falls (15).

We have proposed a framework for a stepping training
program, reviewed the theory and evidence underlying it and
described in detail the implementation of an exemplary 9
week, group-based stepping exercise program applying the
suggested concept.

The exemplary training plan does not require costly
equipment and has potential for high adherence levels, taking
into account the social aspect of physical activity.

However, being a group-based, it also has certain limitations
such as that, the use of relevant secondary cognitive tasks (e.g.,
visual search tasks) is not possible. Moreover, adjustments of
the difficulty level cannot happen according to each participant’s

current personal level. However, recent evidence suggests that
even just exposure to varying levels of task difficulty is sufficient
for inducing training gains (77), making individually-tailored
training not always necessary.

The elements as well as progression rate of the exemplary
training program can be easily modified to fit the needs of
different samples (e.g., healthy older adults, patient groups),
which makes it a useful tool for the development of further
stepping exercise programs. Pilot feasibility studies are
needed to test its feasibility (safety/adverse outcomes and
enjoyment/adherence). If proven feasible, its effectiveness to
improve fall risk factors is then to be tested via randomized
controlled trials. Due to its multi-domain approach, besides the
improvement of stepping capacity, further expected outcomes
include the improvement of further physical, cognitive and
psychological risk factors. Thus, further studies using this
exercise regimen or modified versions of it are encouraged.
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